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1
1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

The Bird In Hand (BIH) mine is located a few kilometres from the township of Woodside in the
Adelaide Hills. The mine is one of many small mines originally mined in the late 1880s, then
again as recently as the 1930s, but was abandoned around this time due to significant water
inflows. Terramin is proposing to re-open the mine using conventional Australian mining Cut
and Fill methods to extract the known resource. The property is closely surrounded by local
residences, agri-businesses, viticulture operations, remnant vegetation belts and numerous local
and state government operations (Figure 1 to Figure 4). Any mine design and its supporting
infrastructure must take into account and be sympathetic to the sensitivities of these existing
premises and stakeholders.
In the figures below, the “Lot 10 boundary” is the land currently owned by Terramin and is a
subset of the Proposed Lease Boundary.
Figure 1 Location of proposed operation with respect to nearby neighbours. Lot 10
boundary shown.
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Figure 2 Landuse around lease. Lot 10 boundary shown. Source: Generalised Landuse
2016 (Data SA) https://data.sa.gov.au/data/dataset/f2daf6f7-423d-4692-8f5f-9316b3e5696b
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Figure 3 Location of proposed mining lease with respect to Terramin owned “Lot 10” and
the township of Woodside, showing surrounding land use, and the proposed underground
mine design
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Figure 4 Aerial view of proposed mining lease with respect to the proposed underground
mine design and the existing Lot 10 boundary
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The project is currently in pre-feasibility stage and intends to submit a draft Mining Lease
Proposal to the regulators in first quarter 2017. To meet the requirements of this application, as
well as to develop the project cost estimates and schedules, suitable detail is required regarding
the ventilation strategy for the planned mining operation and the identified risks and controls
associated with it.
In collaboration with studies to develop the Bird In Hand mine, investigations relating to the
ventilation requirements of the mine are required to develop optimal designs.
The mine studies focus primarily on the current conceptual Mine plan, see Figure 5, and this
study will address the ventilation requirements for all stages of the mine life.
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Figure 5 One of the concept mine plans showing ventilation connections to SA Water land.
Some ventilation options only have surface connections within the Lot 10 boundary, not
through the SA Water land.

The conceptual mine plan envisages a low production rate operation using a selective cut and
fill mining method and employing either cemented or uncemented rock fill to backfill the ore
drives. Ore production is around 10,000 t/month over a 5 year production life after
approximately 14 months of capital development. Conventional mining equipment is assumed,
but the study must take into account the possibility of using alternative options (i.e. electric
vehicles, road headers etc.) as methods of mitigating the need for ventilation infrastructure or
reducing underground or surface contaminants.

1.2

Objectives

The objective of this study (Table 1) is to determine the optimal ventilation system design
(including required infrastructure as well as the egress system) requirements for the
underground mine at Bird In Hand based on current conceptual mine designs. This study will
occur concurrently with the ongoing mine design review and optimisation as well as other
mining infrastructure studies. Ventilation is a major component of the mine design and a study
of the requirements needs to be completed to ensure that the capital requirements are adequate
(fit for purpose) and timed efficiently.
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Table 1 Key objectives of the ventilation study
Item

Objective

Comment

1

Identify key primary and secondary Ventilation and egress requirements to cover
ventilation and egress system needs for development, production and mine closure
the current Bird In Hand mine design
phases and to take into account
environmental and community parameters.

2

Provide infrastructure drivers for Needed to assist the design and budgeting of
construction, operation and closure the surface layout taking into account surface
designs
environmental and community limitations.

3

Ensure early awareness of ventilation Recommend
and egress requirements to support mine infrastructure
development path

4

Provision of suitable schedules for early
action

5

Use of modelling to support ventilation Modelling must indicate that all legislative
and egress requirements for proposed requirements will be met and include fire and
designs
contaminant analysis.

6

Develop
adequate
documentation, Should multiple scenarios be possible, a
including risks, and layouts for selected ranking system should be developed.
mining options.
Risk identification must include the
identification of the relevant source,
pathways and receptors

7

Development of fit for purpose cost Minimum -25-+35% may be required for
evaluations for all cases
capex, opex and sustaining. Evaluations
must be presented showing breakdowns
suitable for the level of the study.

8

Summarise
all
findings
and Final report and supporting files and
recommendations in a Report format for documentation to be submitted no later than
reference in the Mining Lease COB 26th November 2016
Application and future use.

1.3

suitable

equipment

and

Scope and Limitations

The scope of work must take into account the current and future mining layouts and interactions
with all stakeholders. The ventilation of the secondary egress system is to be included within the
scope.
Each potential option for ventilation shall be investigated and suitably documented, outlining
the benefits and limitations of each option considered, and details recorded in the provided Risk
Assessment Template.
Key points of interest:
•

Optimal location and dimensions of ventilation raise(s) from the perspective of the
ventilation system
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•

Minimising the noise level of ventilation infrastructure and equipment

•

Mitigation of environmental impact from mine exhaust emissions (dust, fumes,
condensation)

•

Minimising the cost of the ventilation system – including the potential to re-use existing
infrastructure (fans etc) from the Angas Mine

•

Identification of risks and relevant control measures (sources, pathways and receptors).

It is proposed that all mining related scope, including but not limited to drives, chambers,
geotechnical, and ventilation will be considered.
All ventilation designs and plans shall meet existing standards for statutory and health and
safety and environment containment levels will take into account the close proximity to
surrounding stakeholders.

1.4

Deliverables

The study shall provide estimated ventilation and associated infrastructure requirements for the
various mining scenarios to be considered.
The mine plans, infrastructure and associated support services for the underground mine will be
provided as ‘current at the time of development.’ Note that these may change during the study
phase. Major variations will be updated and noted as needed.
The study deliverables will include;
Table 2 Study deliverables
1

Review of Mine Design(s) and ventilation Including review of recent Student
concepts to date
Ventilation Study Report and modelling

2

Refine existing models or develop new
working Ventsim models of proposed
ventilation systems that meet the proposed
mining schedule for all three design options.

Vent requirements to cover all phases
of the mine life – development,
production, backfilling, closure. Must
also consider contamination and smoke
tests scenarios.

3

Concept
sketches
showing
optimal
ventilation and
egress
infrastructure,
locations and dimensions, relative to surface
and underground workings

Include
operating
specifications,
installation information etc. Sketches of
surface to include identification of areas
most likely to be affected by the mine
ventilation (noise, exhaust etc)

4

A schedule of required ventilation and egress Key miles stones, lead times and all
infrastructure needed for the mine plan.
stages of the mine life to be considered.

5

Preliminary risk and issues register
highlighting the features, risks and
opportunities with each proposal, identifying
the relevant Sources, Pathways and
Receptors.

A risk matrix template will be provided.
All relevant references, including
regulations and legislations must be
documented.
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6

Options analysis

Including a comparison of identified
risks on existing options and any others
identified as part of this study. Also
identify
potential
technological
developments that may be available for
this operation to aid in the

7

Gap analysis

Identify any gaps in existing strategy
and recommend work to be undertaken
to fill these gaps.

8

Development of fit for
evaluations for all cases

9

Written report summarising outlining the Report to be presented to Terramin by
findings and recommendations of this Study. 10th December 2016

1.5

purpose

cost Minimum -25-+35% may be required
for capex, opex and sustaining.
Supporting
documentation
and
information sources to be supplied.

Site visit

No site visit was undertaken as part of this work.

1.6

Standards

Health and safety in mining operations in South Australia is governed by the Work Health and
Safety Act 2012 and various legislation. This Act was introduced as a part of the federal
government harmonisation scheme for WHS and was adopted in SA on 1 January 2014.1
Without limit, some of the major requirements under the legislation, relevant to ventilation, are
to:
•

Keep contaminant levels as low as reasonably practicable (reg 648) and supply air to the
ventilation system from the purest source available (reg 652)

•

Ensure contaminant levels do not exceed the exposure standard (reg 50), as defined in
the SafeWork Australia Workplace Exposure Standards for Airborne Contaminants2

•

Prepare a Principal hazard management plan3, where applicable, for:

•

o

Air quality, dust and aother airborne contaminants

o

Fires and Explosion

Prepare a ventilation control plan (reg 654)

1

See http://www.hunthunt.com.au/news-and-publciations/mines-new-health-and-safety
See (http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/about/publications/pages/workplace-exposurestandards)
3
A Principal Hazard is defined as any activity, process, procedure, plant, structure, substance, situation or
other circumstance relating to the carrying out of mining operations that has a reasonable potential to
result in multiple deaths in a single incident, or a series of recurring incidents, which relate to mine
dangers
2
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•

Prepare a ventilation plan (reg 656)

•

Prepare an emergency management plan (reg 664) which must be prepared in
conjunction with certain other parties

The following practices are specifically banned:
•

Uncontrolled recirculation

•

Entering headings that are not ventilated, except in specific circumstances

Other specific requirements:
•

The minimum wind speed in any working or travel area is 0.3 m/s across the area

•

Have two means of escape to surface from all levels with “stoping operations”. These
two means of egress must, so far as reasonably practicable, not both be affected by any
one event

The design will also comply with the Western Australian Mine Regulations (Mines Safety and
Inspection Regulations, 1995) which tends to be more prescriptive than the South Australian
regulations.

1.7

Level of Study

This study complies with the MVA requirements for a feasibility study.
Capex, opex and sustaining capital to be estimated to -25%-+35%.

1.8

Executive Conclusions and Recommendations

1.

The mine will be very small by Australian standards (about 300 tonnes per day of ore)
and have a relatively short production life (5 years) after initial 14 months of
development. At peak production the base case heavy vehicle fleet (conventional diesel
equipment) will consist of two LHDs (underground front end loaders) and two trucks.

2.

Three options were identified for the ventilation and egress configuration, each
distinguished by the location of its surface connections, plus a fourth option which is
the Option 3 connections layout but with the primary airflow reversed (Figure 2).
a. Option 1: Both the ventilation raise and the egress raise to surface are located
within the neighbouring property currently owned by SA Water, close to the BirdIn-Hand Rd.
b. Option 2. The Ventilation raise is located within the Terramin owned Lot 10 and the
escapeway is located within the SAWater property
c. Option 3. Both the ventilation and the egress raises are located within Lot 10.
d. Option 4: As for Option 3 (both the ventilation and the egress raises are located
within Lot 10) but with the portal as the exhaust.
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3.

Each of the above options include an underground magazine which requires a
dedicated exhaust system (to surface) to meet current regulations.

4.

The chosen base case is Option 3 which assumes the surface exhaust shaft is dry. If it
will be wet (more than about 0.5 l/s), then Option 4 should be further considered.

5.

The mining method is a variation on cut and fill with short blind stopes.

6.

The primary ventilation airflow will be 180 m3/s.

7.

Primary fans will be located underground (similar to Figure 6) so any surface noise
levels from the primary ventilation once the initial portal development is complete will
be very low.

8.

Primary fan configuration will consist of two fans in parallel with a combined duty of
1.4 kPa fan total pressure at 160 m3/s. Each fan will have an approximately 200 kW
motor. The remaining 20 m3/s of air will exhaust to surface via a small dedicated raise
for the explosives magazine.

9.

There will be some blasting gases and diesel exhaust gases and particulate emitted from
the surface exhaust.

10.

Secondary ventilation (off the ramp) will use standard underground auxiliary fans and
ducting.

11.

Emissions can be minimised by using a vertical exhaust and ensuring the exhaust shaft
is located in dry rock so no entrained moisture is emitted from the exhaust.

12.

In Option 3, the underground workforce will be protected from the risk of fire and
entrapment by standard good practice equipment and procedures including:
a. Use of self-contained self-rescuers on all persons underground at all times
b. Use of rated 36-hour refuge chambers or fresh air bases with sufficient capacity for
persons underground at any time.

13.

The ramp should be increased in height to safely accommodate the required size of
ventilation duct (increased from 5.0 to about 5.8 m) and the ventilation shaft should be
4.0 m , or in the case of the ladderway being in the surface ventilation shaft, to 4.5 m
.

14.

Capital cost of the underground primary fan installation is $1.8 million plus
underground excavation costs.
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Figure 6 Similar underground fan setup to that proposed for Bird In Hand

1.9

Important Information

MVA accepts no liability and gives no warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of information
provided to it by or on behalf of the client or its representatives and takes no account of matters that
existed when the document was transmitted to the client but which were not known to MVA until
subsequently. This document supersedes any prior documents (whether interim or otherwise) dealing with
any matter that is the subject of this document. MVA accepts no liability for any matters arising if the
recommendations contained in this document are not carried out, or are partially carried out, without
further advice from MVA. This document must not be relied upon by any person other than the client, its
officers and employees.
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3

DETAILED ANALYSIS

3.1

Glossary of abbreviations

The following abbreviations have been used in this report, listed in alphabetical order:
asl

Above sea level

BAC

Bulk air cooler

BBH

Brick bulkhead

CTP

Collar total pressure (a negative number)

DB

Dry bulb temperature, 0 C

DBR

Drop board regulator

FAR/S/W

Fresh air raise/shaft/way

Inbye

Further away from the mine entry (portal)

LOM

Life of Mine

mbs

Metres below surface

Outbye

Closer to the mine entry (portal)

RAR/S/W

Return air raise/shaft/way

SCD

Self-closing damper

tpd, tpm, tpa

Tonnes per day/month/year(annum)

TWL

Thermal work limit, W/m2

WB

Wet bulb temperature, 0 C

WS

Wind speed, m/s

3.2

Primary ventilation options

There are four primary ventilation options (Options 1 to 4) being considered:
Primary
intake

Primary exhaust

2nd
egress/ladderway

Magazine
exhaust

1

Figure
7

Portal on
Terramin
Lot 10

Shaft/raise on SA
Water Property

Ladderway Raise
on SA Water
Property

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot
10

2

Figure
8

Portal on
Terramin
Lot 10

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot 10

Ladderway Raise
on Terramin Lot 10

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot
10

Option

Figure
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3

Figure
9

4

Figure
10

Portal on
Terramin
Lot 10

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot 10

Terramin
Lot 10

Portal on
Terramin Lot 10

Ladderway Raise
on Terramin Lot 10

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot
10

Ladderway Raise
on Terramin Lot 10

Shaft/raise on
Terramin Lot
10

Figure 7 Option 1 Both the exhaust and 2nd egress are on SA Water land

SA Water
Land
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Figure 8 Option 2 Only the 2nd egress is on SA Water land

SA Water
Land

Figure 9 Option 3 No connections into SA Water land
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Figure 10 Option 4 Option 4 is the same as Option 3 but with the flows reversed, i.e. the
“exhaust shaft” becomes the intake shaft and the ramp becomes the exhaust

Figure 11 Current surface layout options

3.3

Base Case Option

Option 3 is the base case, as it has no connections onto the SA Water land.
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3.4

Basis of Design

Production rate

120,000 tonnes per annum

Mining method

Mechanised cut and fill with cemented and uncemented fill

Mine Life

6 years (1 year development, 5 years of production)

Mine Depth

Final depth about 680 mbs (with potential to go deeper)

Animation files

Option 1: Bih Option1 Sched Animation White.mv4
Option 3: Option3_sched_animated_white.mv4
No animation files available for Option 2 or 4.

Loading of trucks

On the decline and/or just off the decline in the level access crosscut

Orepasses

There is the potential for an orepass system to be used. See section 3.5.2

Production
machines (see
Table 3

LHDs: 2 x R2900 (or equivalent), each 330 kW. Note: a smaller loader
(R1700 or equivalent) is also under review but base case is R2900 size.

Underground
infrastructure

Magazine as shown

Maximum blind
length of cut and
fill stopes

60 m

Geotechnical
and/or hydrology
issues

Shafts through to SA Water land: concerns include: proximity to the road
and lack of easy access on the surface from the operations area – security
issues; proximity to the neighbour (located directly between the two
blocks); and any raise will have to be installed through the hangingwall
fault which is known to be of poor ground condition and contains
underground water (aquifer).

Trucks: 2 x Volvo A40E (or equivalent), each 350 kW

No workshops, tyre bays or crib rooms or other underground infrastructure
needing dedicated exhaust. Pump stations and sub-stations will be
ventilated using ducted systems and then air then reused

Therefore Option 1 (the only option with the exhaust to SA Water land) is
likely to be the wettest shaft option as it passes directly through the
hangingwall fault and aquifer and is also likely to be through the poorest of
ground conditions. The top 80 m of this shaft is through soft clay/siltstone
and progresses into the limestone/sandstone/marble and then into the
orebody which is quartz hosted. Potential inflows are up to 50 litres/second
(currently under review).
Policy on persons
working “inbye”
LHD or truck

No persons will be allowed “inbye” an LHD or truck unless they have
access to a 2nd egress, a secure fresh air base or a 36-hour rated refuge
chamber

Policy on
establishment of
2nd egresses

No level will start producing (silling) until the ladderway is operational on
that level
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Table 3 Proposed diesel equipment fleet

3.5

Mining Method and Typical Level Ventilation Layout

The mining method is overhand (bottom up) cut and fill stoping with the 5 m high sills being
mined by jumbo (Figure 12).
Levels are 20 m vertical spacing (hence 4 lifts per level).
The cut and fill “sills” are short and do not exceed 60 m in length.
Figure 12 Mining method and level layouts. In Options 1 to 3, the vent raise (red) is
return/exhaust; in Option 4, the vent raise is intake. Dark blue is the 2nd egress/ladderway.
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Vertical development between the levels is shown in section in Figure 13.
Figure 13 Vertical development between the levels

3.5.1 Level layouts
Figure 14 250 RL

Figure 15 170 RL
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Figure 16 15 RL

3.5.2 Orepass system
There is the potential for an orepass system to be adopted (Figure 17 and Figure 18). Pairs of
levels would be connected by each pass so for any pass, there would only be one level which
tips into that pass and only one level from which material is mucked by LHD from that pass.
These passes would be used for both ore and waste depending on the activity on that level and
the other level connected to the pass.
The main issues with this system would be keeping the pass closed so that air does not shortcircuit through the pass, which could result in recirculation of fans on one or both levels, or
regions of low or nil wind speed on one or both levels.
Figure 17 Possible orepass system, plan view
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Figure 18 Possible orepass system, section view

3.6

Non-conventional techniques and equipment

Standard underground hardrock mining techniques in Australia and most of the western world
use drilling and blasting to break the rock and diesel machines (LHDs and trucks) to haul the
ore and waste. Due to concerns about both noise and the impact of diesel emissions in the mine
exhaust on neighbouring properties, other options for Bird In Hand have been investigated.
3.6.1 Electric equipment for transport
There are three types of electric mining equipment in operation around the world:
•

Overhead trolley

•

Battery powered

•

Trailing cable

Of these, battery powered is currently only used in coal mines. Trailing cable is limited to the
length of the cable as well as the ability to negotiate corners. Both of these technologies are only
suitable for short trams (travel distances) over flat ground. They could possibly be used for the
LHDs inside the stopes and on the levels, but tramming the LHDs between levels would be
difficult and there would be a considerable loss of flexibility, and increase in operational
constraints, in the operations.
Overhead trolley are only used for truck haulage but can be designed at any length and also for
use on ramps as well as levels. Systems such as the Kiruna system also include battery packs (in
the trucks) so the trucks can go short distances off-trolley (typically about 50 m). However, the
capital cost is very high and there are safety issues with exposed overhead trolley lines in the
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back of the ramp. In many cases, the truck haulage ramp with the trolley lines is physically
isolated from a separate ramp for all other vehicle traffic. This makes this system only
applicable in mines with high haulage rates and long lives.
On this basis, an option for electric vehicles, and certainly for electric truck haulage to surface,
can probably be eliminated.
Diesel engines are typically about 40% efficient (converting diesel fuel into useful work)
compared to electric vehicles which are more like 70% efficient so a diesel engine generates
roughly double the amount of heat that an electric machine will generate.
It is also important to note that even if underground vehicles were converted to electric,
transport of the ore from the ROM bin outside the portal to the processing plant at Strathalbyn
(Angas Zinc Mine) would still use diesel trucks.
3.6.2 Rockbreaker for development and/or ore production
Conventional drill and blast techniques are highly flexible and suit any strength rock. With the
use of wet drilling (a legal requirement in underground mines), the production of dust from the
drill and blast cycle is minimal except for the dust (and blasting gases and fumes) actually
produced during the blasting operation. By contrast, road headers are a “continuous” method of
rock breakage producing small chips and these produce vast amounts of dust so need water
sprays. Even with sprays they either need a large and expensive, low reliability and high
maintenance scrubber or they need a rigid exhaust style duct directly back to an RAR system. In
the latter case, the RAR system can tend to fill up with dust (as it settles out from the airstream).
Rigid exhaust ducts must be small (usually <1.2 m dia) to keep the weight and handling issues
of the rigid tubes acceptable. They need to be in short lengths for similar reasons. The use of
roadheaders will make it more difficult complying with underground dust exposure limits
(compared to drill and blast) and, if the dust reports to surface (as the fine fraction often does, as
it is carried long distances in the airflow), also result in more problem with the surface discharge
issues unless a dust scrubber is used. If a roadheader is used, it will only be in the soft rock for
the first short length (400 to 500 m) of ramp but not thereafter. This initial length could be
mined with roadheader and conveyor, or roadheader into a feeder into a truck. In both cases, an
exhaust style of duct system using rigid duct and a fan on the duct outside the portal would be
used, along with a dust scrubber at the fan discharge.
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Figure 19 Ideal road header uses enclosed cab, rigid exhaust duct with high extraction
airflows (source: WH&S Qld: Tunnelling road header and related operations: dust
conditions and their control, July 2010)
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Figure 20 Road header (not operating) in one of the Brisbane tunnels

Figure 21 Road header in operation
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Figure 22 Scrubber for roadheader operation
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Figure 23 Where the air is dry, a dry-type dust scrubber can be used.

3.7

Airflow Requirements

Airflow requirement based on benchmark data for a 400 tpd (12,000 tpm) cut and fill operation
that is 550 m deep would be about 150 to 190 m3/s (Figure 24).
The total rated engine power of all production machines (assuming diesel) is
2x330+2x350=1360 kW. At the WA statutory requirement of 0.05 m3/s per kW rated diesel
engine power, this is a requirement of 68 m3/s.
The primary ventilation has been designed to achieve 180 m3/s.
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Figure 24 Airflow requirement benchmark

Mine Airflow Estimator
Copyright MVA 2001-2012. All rights reserved.
Note: The author and the supplier have no liability to the licensee or any other person or entity for any damage or loss, including special, incidential or consequential damages caused by this product directly or indirectly. This software is
provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied.
Warranties of merchantability or of fitness for any purpose are specifically excluded.

INPUTS (note: ktpm & ktpa based on 360 days/year)
Mine ore production rate, (metric tonnes per day)

Warning: Metric tonnes in
use
12.0 ktpm
144 ktpa

Select below:
400

Mine waste sent to surface, (metric tonnes per day)

400

OUTPUTS
Mine with no heat problem or mine
using refrigeration (or heating)

Mine with heat problem and not
using refrigeration

Airflow, m3/s

Truck haulage <
400 m deep

Shaft hoisting or
Truck haulage >
400 m deep

Truck haulage <
400 m deep or
Shaft hoisting

Truck haulage >
400 m deep

Block caving [no filling]
Room & Pillar (cont miners) [no filling]
Sub level caving [no filling]
Sub level open stoping (larger stopes)
Sub level open stoping (small stopes) or Panel stoping
Room & Pillar (drill and blast)
Mechanised cut and fill
Non-mechanised mining
Australian mining average (Source: Derrington, Aust is nominal 0.05 m3/s per kW )

57
61
68
73
85
79
97
108

107
111
118
123
135
129
147
158

74
79
88
95
111
103
126
141

139
144
153
160
176
168
191
206

3.8

141

Dispersion of products from the mine exhaust

3.8.1 Contaminants in the mine exhaust
There are six potential environmental issues from the mine exhaust on public roads, residence,
remnant vegetation patch, vineyards and farm land:
•

Noise. Particularly where surface fans are used, these can be quite noisy especially
when the background sound levels are low, as is the case at this site. Note that in all
cases, the primary fan will be located underground and the noise from the surface
discharge can be silenced. The magazine fan (Options 1 to 3) is very low power (5 kW)
and any noise impacts on surface will be insignificant.

•

Dust. Dust is produced in rock breakage and blasting operations. The use of wet drilling
and other water suppression techniques required to keep occupational exposures for
underground workers to low levels also helps control dust emissions from the exhaust
shaft. However, fine dust will potentially leave the exhaust shaft.

•

Diesel emissions. Diesel tailpipe emissions of gases such as CO2, CO and NOx, as well
as diesel particulate matter.

•

Blasting gases.

•

Heat and humidity. Can produce plume.

•

Liquid water droplets. This is principally an issue with wet shafts.

An assessment of the relative impact of the four primary ventilation options with respect to
these contaminants is given in Table 4 (for off-lease impacts) and in Table 5 ) for on-lease
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impacts). Note that the tolerance levels for all contaminants on the public is much lower than for
employees, and this is also taken into account (qualitatively) in these tables.
Table 4 Relative impact OFF-lease of the 4 primary ventilation options in terms of
discharges
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Distance to Lot
10 boundary

17 m from SA
water boundary

47 m from E
boundary

47 m from E
boundary

163 m from E
boundary

Distance to
residence

97 m from Hisee
residence

160 m from Hisee
residence

160 m from Hisee
residence

400 m from Hisee
residence4

Location of
primary exhaust

SA Water

Lot 10

Lot 10

Lot 10

Location of
magazine
exhaust

Lot 10

Lot 10

Lot 10

Lot 10

Location of
primary fans

Underground

Underground

Underground

Underground

Noise

Significant

Minor

Minor

Lowest

Dust

Significant

Minor

stopeMinor

Lowest

Diesel emissions

Significant

Minor

Minor

Lowest

Blasting gases

Significant

Minor

Minor

Lowest

Heat and
humidity

Significant

Minor

Minor

Lowest

Liquid water
droplets

Significant

Minor

Minor

Lowest

Table 5 Relative impact ON-lease of the 4 primary ventilation options in terms of
discharges
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Distance to Lot
10 boundary

17 m from SA water
boundary

47 m from E
boundary

47 m from E
boundary

163 m from E
boundary

Distance to
residence

97 m from Hisee
residence

160 m from
Hisee residence

160 m from
Hisee residence

400 m from Hisee
residence5

Noise

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

Dust

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

Diesel emissions

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

4

365 m from house existing on lot 10 (no one presently lives there but could possibly become a managers
or contractors residence)
5
365 m from house existing on lot 10 (no one presently lives there but could possibly become a managers
or contractors residence)
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Blasting gases

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

Heat and
humidity

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

Liquid water
droplets

Insignificant

Minor

Minor

Minor

3.8.2 Indicative concentration of contaminants in mine exhaust
3.8.2.1

Exposure standards

Note that the legal requirements for the allowable concentration of emissions in air is different
for occupational workers and the public. The reason is that occupational workers exclude
infants, children, the elderly and the sick, plus occupational workers are only exposed to
occupational contaminants at work, i.e. for a relatively small portion of a total year. Air quality
standards are set at the state level.6
In South Australia, the exposures for occupational workers are to be “as low as reasonably
possible” (reg 648) and also to meet the Safe Work Australia (formerly NOHSC) standards
Adopted National Exposure Standards for Atmospheric Contaminants in the Occupational
Environment as published on their web site on 18 April 2013, as amended from time to time.
Also note that whilst organisations such as the well-known ACIGH publish recommended
values,7 the ACGIH specifically states that their exposure limits are “…not standards” and
“…there is no consideration given to technical or economic feasibility”
(http://www.acgih.org/tlv-bei-guidelines/policies-procedures-presentations/overview). They are
certainly not binding in Australia or even in their home country of the USA.
3.8.2.2

Diesel exhaust contaminants

Based on a mine airflow of 180 m3/s and the predicted underground fuel burn of 59162 litres per
month, and assuming all Tier 1 diesel engines underground (worst case), predicted average
concentration of diesel exhaust contaminants in the mine exhaust would be approximately as
shown in Table 6.

6

http://www.environment.gov.au/protection/air-quality/air-quality-standards and
http://www.epa.sa.gov.au/environmental_info/air_quality/learning_and_resources#air
7
Take, for example, respirable crystalline silica (RCS). The time-weighted average occupational
exposure limit in Australia (and most other mining countries) is 0.1 mg/m3. Whilst the ACGIH has
relatively recently (2006) reduced their TWA for RCS to 0.025 mg/m 3, even the American mine regulator
does not use this value.
A further example is NO2, for which the ACGIH TWA occupational exposure limit is 0.1 ppm by
volume. However, this is not used in America nor any other country I am aware of. The limit in Australia
is 3 ppm.
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Table 6 Diesel exhaust contaminant concentrations in mine exhaust, based on Tier 1 and
Tier 4 engines
Diesel contaminant

Concentration in mine exhaust (average)
Tier 1 engines

Tier 4 engines

Carbon monoxide

5.1 ppm by volume

1.6 ppm by volume

Oxides of nitrogen

4.1 ppm by volume

0.18 ppm by volume

Hydrocarbons

0.6 ppm by volume

0.09 ppm by volume

Diesel Particulate Matter (PM)

0.29 mg/m3

0.10 mg/m3

The split of NO2 and NO in NOx due to diesel exhaust is typically about 10% NO2 for diesel
engines without diesel oxygen catalysts and about 50% for those with them.
In more recent times, Tier 1 diesel engines in off-road vehicles in Australia are being replaced
with Tier 2 or Tier 4 engines. This results in a major reduction in the key diesel exhaust
contaminants as shown in Figure 25 and Table 7. The approximate values for the mine exhaust
using Tier 4 engines would be as shown in Table 6.
Figure
25
Tier
1
versus
Tier
4
engines.
Source:
http://www.deere.com/en_US/media/images/services_and_support/emissions_information/
understanding_emission_regulations/epa_eu_nonroad_chart_950x505.jpg
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Table 7 Tier 1 versus Tier 4 emissions for off-highway vehicles [g/(kW.hr)]. Source:
https://www.dieselnet.com/standards/us/nonroad.php)
Engine Power

Tier

225-560 kW
1
130-560 kW
4
Tier 4 as % of Tier 1
3.8.2.3

Carbon
Particulate
Hydrocar Non-methane NMHC+
monoxide
matter
NOx
bons (HC hydrocarbons NOx
(CO)
(PM)
(NMHC)
11.4
1.3
9.2
0.54
3.5
0.19
0.40
0.02
31%
15%
4.4%
3.7%

Blasting gas contaminants

A worst-case scenario would be where a 300 kg development blast (e.g. ramp face) and a 500
kg “stope”8 blast which are physically very close to one another are initiated at exactly the same
time. A possible situation is shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27 which is based on “base case”
Option 3 primary ventilation.
The explosive is taken to be ANFO or ammonium nitrate based products. Only toxic products
from the explosives have been modelled; not those that are non-toxic simple asphyxiants (e.g.
nitrogen, methane) as these will not have any possible effects on human health on surface. The
author’s experience at other mines indicates no adverse impact on animals9 or vegetation from
blasting fumes in the mine exhaust.
Individual results were modelled in Ventsim using “slow” dispersion. “Fast” dispersion
produces values approximately double those in this analysis but fast dispersion is unlikely to be
the case for typical ducted ventilation blasting environments underground (refer to Figure 30
and Figure 31).
The gas concentrations in the exhaust for all the target gases are shown in Figure 28 as ppm and
in Figure 29 as % of the Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL). It can be seen that the
concentrations are low (the only gas to reach the STEL is ammonia and that is only for a few
minutes at each blast (say twice daily) and these concentrations will be very much lower as soon
as the exhaust mixes with outside air.

8

"Stope" blasts are likely to be the blasting of the ore passes and/or vent raises (capital infrastructure) as
all production is via "development" blasts.
9
With the possible exception of birds actually roosting on the mine exhaust.
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Figure 26 Near worst-case blasting with ramp and “stope” blast occurring instantaneously
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Figure 27 Close up view of Figure 26
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Figure 28 Gas concentration profile in mine exhaust from blasting

Figure 29 Gas concentration profile in mine exhaust from blasting, as % of STEL
Gas concentrations in mine exhaust discharged from surface, % of the STEL
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Figure 30 “Slow dispersion” concentration Figure 31 “Fast dispersion” would require
profile at top of surface exhaust
all blasting gases to exit the surface
exhaust in about 4 minutes

3.8.3 Controls on emissions
In terms reducing the impact of the mine ventilation on adjacent land, landowners and the
public, the following are potential controls:
•

Substitution (electric for diesel machines, rockbreaker for explosives)

•

Underground dust control using water or other dust suppressants

•

Dilution of exhaust air by using higher airflows than required for the operation. This
does not reduce the total mass of contaminants leaving the exhaust, but reduces their
concentration in the mine exhaust and therefore the surrounding area to the mine
exhaust.

•

Siting of the exhaust shaft so that it is downwind of more sensitive areas

•

Siting of the exhaust shaft so that it is as far from the Lot 10 boundary as possible

•

Capturing liquid water droplets before they leave the mine exhaust via an impact and
retention pond at the mine exhaust (if there is liquid water in the exhaust)

•

Use of a long vertical evasé (discharge diffuser) on a vertical surface fan (if there is no
liquid water in the mine exhaust).

3.8.4 Surface discharge of exhaust in Option 3
In terms of Option 3, there are three strategies for the surface exhaust. In all cases, a safety
screen (weld mesh) would prevent persons or animals entering or falling into the exhaust.
In all cases, the exhaust air will be lighter in density than the surrounding air on surface and will
naturally want to “rise” in a plume.
In winter, the exhaust air will also be much warmer and more humid than the surrounding air on
surface and so will produce “fog” as a plume of fog which will dissipate as the plume rises.
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If the warm, moist air comes into contact with cold surfaces (e.g. ground level), then some of
the moisture vapour in the air will condense out on those cold surfaces as dew.
3.8.4.1

Surface discharge near ground level

In this option, the exhaust is discharged near ground level and both the structure and the plume
could be hidden or partially hidden with trees or a bund or barricade or other buffer etc.
3.8.4.2

Surface discharge via stack

This option would have a vertical “stack” (chimney) built over the exhaust shaft to elevate the
discharge to (say) 10 m above ground level. This will reduce the potential for the air from the
exhaust to return to ground level, resulting in less impact on vegetation etc at ground level.
3.8.4.3

Surface discharge into environmental containment system

This option would have a discharge of the air into a containment system, usually surrounded by
a bund or barrier of some sort (Figure 32). This strategy is useful if the exhaust will have liquid
droplets in it (wet shaft).
Figure 32 Surface discharge into containment system

Note that the prevailing winds are from most directions with the exception of the NE (Figure 34
and Figure 33).
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Figure 34 3 pm wind rose

Figure 33 9 am wind rose

Ventilation Review
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Noise

3.9.1 Fan noise
The principal source of ventilation-related noise will be the primary fans and these will be
located underground. Fan noise in terms of fan sound power level is related to the diameter,
impeller speed and air density (Figure 35) which means that larger diameter slower spinning
fans produce more noise than equivalent duty smaller diameter, faster spinning fans.
Figure 35 Fan sound power level (Lw) is proportional to impeller diameter (D), impeller
speed (N) and air density into fan (ρ). Source: Fan Engineering (Howden Buffalo, 1999)

3.9.2 In situ fan or exhaust shaft air discharge noise
No noise modelling has been undertaken for this report (it is being done by others). The usual
method is to use a variation of Huygen’s Principal:
𝐿𝑝 = 𝐿𝑤 − 10 log(4𝜋𝑟 2 ) + 𝐷𝐼 − 𝐴𝐸
Where:
Lp = Sound pressure level at the listener (dB)
Lw = Sound power level radiated from the source (dB)
r = distance of listener from source
DI = Directional index (assumed 0 on flat ground)
AE = Excess attenuation = Aa + Ag + Am + Ab + Af
Aa = Air absorption (Hard ground / Concrete = 3dB(A), soft ground / Grass = 0dB(A))
Ag = Ground reflection (Hard ground)
Am = Meteorological effects (depending on wind and temperature inversion)
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Ab = Barrier effects
Af = Forest (vegetation) effects
Other things being equal, the sound pressure level (dBA) halves (i.e. reduces by 6 dBA) for a
doubling of the distance from the source (Figure 36).
Figure 36 Sound pressure level halves (reduces by 6 dBA) for a doubling of the distance
from the source. E.g. in below, the SPL at 220 m is 62 dBA and at 440 m is 56 dBA. This is
for a different (surface) primary fan installation than that proposed for Bird In Hand.

3.9.3 Noise from underground fans
Noise modelling of the surface discharge of air is being done by others. Free field noise levels
for the preliminary fan selection, based on surface installation of twin, vertical, unsilenced fans,
is shown in Appendix A. As the fans will be installed underground, actual noise levels on
surface will be much lower than this. Noise levels can be further reduced with silencers if
needed.
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3.9.4 Fan noise during initial development

During initial development, 1.4 m diameter auxiliary fans will be hung from a location outside
the portal with air ducted into the portal tunnel. These fans will be fitted with silencers on both
the inlet and outlet. Typical SWL and SPL values for the maximum powered fans that would be
used at this location are as shown in Table 8 and Table 9 (source: Zitron).
Additional noise attenuation (silencing) is also possible.
Table 8 Twin fan 110 kW with silencers (Octave band Sound Power Level)
63
Hz

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1000
Hz

2000
Hz

4000
Hz

8000
Hz

Gobal
dB

Gobal
dB(A)

104

104

110

105

101

99

98

98

114

108

Table 9 Twin fan 110 kW with silencers (Octave band Sound Pressure Level)
63
Hz

125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1000
Hz

2000
Hz

4000
Hz

8000
Hz

Gobal
dB

Gobal
dB(A)

86

86

92

87

83

81

80

80

96

90

3.10

Results of Ventsim Visual™ modelling

3.10.1 LOM cases
The results of the “at full production” (LOM) ventilation modelling for all four options is shown
in Figure 37 to Figure 40. The Ventsim models are in the file BIH-001 VV, rev 10.vsm.
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Figure 37 Option 1
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Figure 38 Option 2
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Figure 39 Option 3
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Figure 40 Option 4 (Option 3 but ramp as exhaust)
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3.10.2 Summary of ventilation options at LOM stage

A summary of the LOM ventilation designs and key issues is shown in Table 10.

Table 10 Summary of LOM ventilation designs
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Description

Surface exhaust and
ladderway on SA
Water land

Ladderway on
SA Water land;
main
exhaust
inside Lot 10
but
near
boundary

No new purchase
of
land;
Ladderway and
main
exhaust
inside Lot 10 but
near boundary

No new purchase of
land; Main exhaust via
portal so far from Lot
10
boundary;
ladderway inside Lot
10 boundary

Figure

Figure 37

Figure 38

Figure 39

Figure 40

Key
airway
dimensions and sizes

As per Figure 37

As per Figure
38

As per Figure 39

As per Figure 40

Total mine flow
(exhaust), m3/s

178

179

179

178

Flow in ramp at ramp
bottom, m3/s

119

123

121

139 (upcasting)

Ladderway flow to
ramp bottom, m3/s

20

20

20

4

Total flow at ramp
bottom, m3/s

139

143

141

141

Comments

Main exhaust is off
Lot 10.

No exhaust air
discharged off
Lot 10.

No exhaust air
discharged
off
Lot 10.

No
exhaust
air
discharged off Lot 10.

Magazine RAR
needs to be
larger; target at
least 2.4 m .

Magazine RAR
needs
to
be
larger; target at
least 2.4 m .

Magazine RAR needs
to be larger; target at
least 2.4 m .
Exhaust ideally would
be a little larger, say
3.5 m . Hence higher
power
consumption
than other options
which have 4.0 m 
exhaust shaft.

Magazine RAR needs
to be larger; target at
least 2.4 m .
Slightly more power
than Options 2 and 3
but more flow to the
bottom.
Main issue this option
is that the ramp
upcasts
from
the
bottom. This gives best
air to the most
important areas, but
has some downsides.
See text for discussion.

Primary fan power

440 kW

300 kW

300 kW

350 kW

Magazine/workshop
fan

5 kW

5 kW

5 kW

n/a [with primary fans
pushing into the mine,
air
will
naturally
outcast
20
m3/s
through the magazine
and up the RAR to
surface]

Ladderway fan

n/a

n/a

n/a

40 kW

Total
combined
primary fan power

445 kW

305 kW

305 kW

390 kW
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The current design for Option 1 uses a 3 m  exhaust shaft and needs to be increased to at least 3.5 m
.
The current design for Options 2, 3 and 4 uses a 4 m  ventilation shaft. It would be reasonable to go
to 3.5 m  given as this is sufficient for 160 m3/s. However, the incremental cost of going to the next
size up (4.0 m ) is usually small and would help provide some spare capacity for future extensions to
the mine or increased production.
Therefore, it is recommended that a 4.0 m  be used for the primary surface ventilation shaft for all
options.
All options would use a 2.4 m  raise for the magazine exhaust as this is needed to carry the required
80 m3/s during mine development. A smaller raise (e.g. 1.8 m ) would be more than sufficient for the
magazine exhaust itself.
3.10.3 Ventilation Milestones For Base Case (Option 3)
The full production (“LOM”) case has been reviewed for all four options as discussed above in section
3.10.1.
Option 3, which also has an animation, has been reviewed to examine in more detail its ventilation at
the key stages of the mine life.
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Table 11 Summary of ventilation stage modelling and analysis for Option 3
Stage 1 (Portal to exhaust Feb to May 2018 (4 months)
magazine, max duct length
about 500 m or say 600 m
allowing for duct outside the
portal etc)
Two 1.4 m dia “ord” ducts each
with a single 110 kW fan will
give us about 40 m3/s (total) at
the face sufficient for one truck
and LHD.
Alternately, 1.4 m dia “Protan”
(or equivalent) ducts each with
a single 110 kW fan will give us
about 60 m3/s (total) at the face
sufficient for two trucks and one
LHD.
My recommendation would be
the Protan or equivalent duct
solution.
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Stage 2 (Magazine exhaust Jun 2018 to Nov 2018 (6 months)
operational)
To use the magazine exhaust for
ramp development, it needs to
cater for at least 80 m3/s, which
means we will need a couple of
1.4 m dia, single 110 kW fans
installed temporarily at the
bottom of the raise.
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Stage 3 (Main surface exhaust Dec 2018 to Jun 2019 (7 months)
and
surface
ladderway
operational-there is only 90 m
of ramp between the main
exhaust x/c and the ladderway
x/c).
No problems from this point on
as fully airflow available (160
m3/s)

Stage 4 (Stoping starts and in Jul 2019 to Nov 2022 (3.4 years)
progress)
The mine is in full production
with full airflow available.
Basically we can use the LOM
Ventsim model at this point.
Stage 5 (Mine reaches bottom; Dec 2022 to Nov 2023 (12 months)
Nov 2023 is the LOM). Ditto re
the LOM Ventsim model.
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3.11

Terramin Pty Ltd

Primary Fan Duties

Fan duties are shown in Table 12.
Table 12 Underground fan duties. All duties are at an air density of 1.2 kg/m3. Shaft
(consumed) power is approximate but valid for comparative purposes. Installed motor
power is based on budget pricing and design from Zitron.
Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Primary
fan 160 m3/s at 2100 160 m3/s at 1470 160 m3/s at 1420 160 m3/s at 1650
installation*
Pa FTP, 420 kW Pa FTP, 293 kW Pa FTP, 284 kW Pa FTP, 329 kW
[2x250 kW]
[2x200 kW]
[2x200 kW]
[2x200 kW]
Magazine fan

Egress
fan

booster

20 m3/s at 160 20 m3/s at 180 20 m3/s at 190 Regulator only
Pa, 4 kW
Pa, 4 kW
Pa, 5 kW
(upcasts
as
primary fan is
blowing air into
mine)
20 m3/s at 1400
Pa FTP, 35 kW

* FTP based on fan inlet and outlet at same diameter, i.e. an inline fan. Note the installation will
consist of two fans in parallel. First power is approx. consumed power; 2nd power is installed
(rated motor) power.
Note that any option with a wet shaft can be problematic if the shaft is large and in weak
ground. Not only does the water create potential environmental issues on surface, and can result
in accelerated blade and fan internals wear by erosion and corrosion (particularly if the blade
materials are incorrectly selected), but there is the potential for sloughing of the shaft walls or at
least fall-off plus there are issues of the “water blanket” effect if the shaft wind speed is in the
range of 7 to 12 m/s. Where potential erosion or sloughing of shaft walls is an unacceptable risk,
dewatering, grout curtains or lining the shaft (e.g. jetcrete) are all viable options.
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Figure 41 Primary fan duties
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Set up of underground primary fans

The following points should be noted about the primary underground fans:
A. Twin fans in parallel are required to achieve the duty. In this case, failure of one fan (or
it being taken offline for maintenance or inspection) will leave the mine with about
2/3rds of its normal airflow.
Figure 42 Similar underground fan setup

Figure 43 Similar underground fan 11 kV to 415 volt substation and low voltage VSDs

B. The excavation needs to be carefully designed and sufficiently sized to protect the fan
and its electrics, provide for nearby parking, sufficient height for fan change-outs etc. A
typical general arrangement is shown in Figure 44. The specific excavation size for the
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likely fans for Bird In Hand is shown in Figure 45. This assumes alternative access is
possible to the ventilation shaft “behind” the fans.
C. Power for the primary fans should be via cable down the shaft so that a rock fall or fire
in the ramp (often with the services) does not mean a loss of underground primary
ventilations
D. There needs to be access to shaft behind the fan for fall-off, pumps etc (where
applicable)
E. Since the mine is cut and fill, where the amount of explosives fired in any blast is
relatively low, there should be no significant issues with air overpressures (blast
damage). However, precautions will need to be taken when blasting is very close to the
fans.
Note that in the case of the magazine fan, which is low power (5 kW), twin fans are not
required. It is sufficient to keep a spare fan on site.
Figure 44 Concept for set up of underground booster fans where routine pedestrian access
is required “through” the fans (pedestrian door) and rare LHD access is required through
the fans, e.g. to muck rare spillage from the shaft
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Figure 45 Minimum excavation sizing and fan arrangement. Note this does not provide for
access “through” the fans to the shaft, if needed

3.13

Use of Angas primary ventilation fans

The existing twin 90 kW Angas fans have a duty of 60 m3/s (x 2 = 120 m3/s) at 750 Pa (Table
13). By comparison with Table 12, it is clear that there is no possibility of using the Angas fans
for Bird In Hand (which need twin 200 kW or twin 250 kW fans).
Table 13 Angas existing primary fan duty (twin fan installation)

3.14

Secondary ventilation

3.14.1 Initial ramp development from portal
In Option 3, it is approximately 360 m from the portal to the base of the magazine RAR.
Allowing for development to continue during mining of the RAR, the total length could be
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around 450 m or (say) 500 m including a portion of duct outside the portal. Assuming 2 trucks
and 1 LHD at this time, the airflow requirement is about 55 m3/s. A suitable design would be
two 1.4 m  Protan or equivalent ducts each fed by a twin 110 kW 1.4 m  Zitron or equivalent
fan (Figure 52). Each duct would deliver about 28 m3/s for a total of about 56 m3/s at the face
area.
3.14.2 Off-ramp development and operations
Off-ramp development and stope operations will be conducted using fans hung in the ramp. Any
truck will be loaded in the ramp or in the crosscut immediately adjacent to the ramp. In this
case, the airflow requirement is about 17 m3/s. Figure 46 shows a typical situation. The
maximum duct length is about 155 m. A suitable fan/duct combination would be a single 55 kW
1.25 m  Zitron fan (or equivalent) with 1.22 m  ordinary vent duct. This will produce about
24 m3/s at the face (Figure 47).
Where a truck must go further than its own length onto a level, there will be sufficient primary
airflow available for the drop board regulator (DBR) at the RAR on that level to be opened up to
provide up to 50 m3/s into the RAR on that level.
The current ventilation design is based on using ejector trucks. The secondary ventilation
system (and development heights) will need to be sufficient for the required duct size for the
trucks..
Some development profiles have been provided that show a 1.22 m  duct in the cut and fill
stopes (Figure 48); however, these profiles are not yet approved and, in any event, do not show
the largest items of equipment also in the drive, typically the “IT”.
Figure 46 Typical cut and fill ventilation (white shaded)
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Figure 47 Typical fan/duct combination for level development and stope silling
LeakySimTM

Zitron 1.25 dia, 1x55 kW.

Copyright MVA 2000-2012. All rights reserved. Enter data in blue only. NOTE: RED values indicate warnings or bad data or invalid/poor results

1. Assumes forcing or exhausting fan or fan combination at end of duct. Fan can be a series, parallel or "Y" combination (fan feeding twin ducts).
2. Assumes air density is constant (compressibility ignored), leakage is influenced by static pressure across duct wall only, duct is of uniform diameter and quality (K and leakage factors are constant along duct [although
friction losses and leakage itself are NOT constant]), and velocity pressure at duct outlet (forcing fans) or duct inlet (exhausting fans) is small compared to fan total pressure.
3. When leakage exceeds 85% of fan airflow, result is unreliable.
4. Whilst very unlikely in most circumstances, the pressure loss to push the air back out of the heading may be significant on rare occasions and should be checked.
5. Note that a more powerful fan or lower leakage factor may not improve a solution, e.g. a lower leakage factor will increase the fan pressure perhaps to a point beyond the fan's pressure capability (i.e. goes into stall), and a
more powerful fan may have its surge point (min flow value) at a flow that is too high for the duct (i.e. it also goes into stall), etc. In both cases, the 'commonsense' solutions to improve the fan or duct performance may result
in producing no solution at all.
6. To find the airflow returning from the face at any point in the auxiliary compartment, use the "Predicted return air flow outside duct". This is helpful in determining how far diesels can go in a heading.
7. It is strongly recommended that you use real fan data and real duct friction, leakage and shock loss factors for any simulation.
Also you should consider a range of values (i.e. look at the sensitivity of the solution to different fan and duct characteristics) before making a final selection.

OUTPUTS (per duct)

Duct Length
No of equiv 90deg bends
Length with shock losses
Air density
Duct (NOT fan) diameter)
K factor of duct at 1.2 kg/m3

m

Calculate

kg/m3
m
Ns2/m4

Duct leakage factor
OR manual entry

mm2 leakage area per m2 area (including effects of duct joins, etc)

FAN INPUT DATA
Type of fan
Electrical power cost
$/(kW.hr)
Approx fan efficiency
% based on FSP, assumed constant
OR (instead of providing known fan type, provide fan curve constants)
Parabola A constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Parabola B constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Parabola C constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Maximum Q on curve, cms, (optional)
Minimum Q on curve, cms (optional)

155
2.0
260
1.200
1.22
0.00350
0.0040
239
400

Fan Total Pressure
Fan Static Pressure (FSP)

Pa
Pa

1 615
1 335

Airflow through fan
26.5
m 3/s
Fan Resistance (FSP)
1.9
Ns2/m 8
Airflow at face
23.9
m 3/s
Leakage/fan Q
%
9.9%
Leakage per duct
2.6
m3/s
Leakage/Face flow
%
11%
Duct velocity pressure
Pa, %FTP 250, 15%
Maximum FSP this fan
Pa
1 798
Fan free-delivery flow per duct
35.5
m3/s
$ 0.08
%
75%
Fan Q as % of Qmax
70%
%
74%
FSP as % of FSPmax
Approx elec cost $/day/duct $/day/duct
61.16
3
3
-16.99
0.11
Approx cost/(m /s)
cents/(m /s)
Predicted return air flow outside duct
749.75
992.76
Distance from fan
m
200
38.5
Nett return this point/duct
Check dist
m3/s
22.5
Duct static pressure this pt
Pa
Check dist
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2000
1
2
Qseed(duct outlet)
3 #####1500
##### Rdmodel
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15

Fan pressure, Pa at true density

INPUTS
DUCT INPUT DATA

2500

1000

500

0

0

Rlmodel
Tmodel
Qfan
PIRmodel
VIRmodel
SimPfric
FTPmodel
FVPmodel
FSPmodel
SimPdiff
SimConstA
SimConstB
SimConstC
5
10
SimFanMaxQ
SimFanMinQ
SimFanMidQ
FSP @ 1.2 kg/m3
SimFanDia

23.859754
0.8397483

20.0
25.1
30.2
35.5

FSP @ 1.2 kg/m3
FTP @ 1.2 kg/m3
FVP
1798
1957
1468
1719
Fan FSP, 26.5, 1335
884
1248
17
520

485.2905
0.4946819
26.496082
1.0758911
Q
Fan FSP FTP
1.1104927
26.5
1335
1615
1335.0768
23.85975
0
1614.7783
279.70147
1335.0768
Q
P
-1.13E-10 Must be 0
26.5
0
-4.449358
26.5
1335
Face flow, 23.9
154.19892
652.74852
Q
P
15
20
25
30
35
35.5
0.0
1335
Fan flow, m3/s at true density
20
26.5
1335
FTP0@ 1.2 kg/m3
Face flow
FVP
1.25

159
251
364
502
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Figure 48 1.22 m  duct in cut and fill stope profiles (concept designs only)

3.14.3 Ramp and long-heading development
The maximum duct length is probably in Option 1 where the ventilation must extend from the
magazine RAR to the final surface exhaust shaft, a distance of about 600 m (Figure 51). In
practice, the development will probably continue and have a longer ventilation run before the
surface exhaust is operational, perhaps 1000 m, especially given the uncertainty of the ground
and water conditions in this shaft.
Assuming 2 trucks and 1 LHD at this time, the airflow requirement is about 55 m3/s. A suitable
design would be two 1.4 m  Protan or equivalent ducts each fed by a twin 110 kW 1.4 m 
Zitron or equivalent fan (Figure 52). Each duct would deliver about 28 m3/s for a total of about
56 m3/s at the face area. The fans would be placed in the ramp just “upramp” from the turnout to
the magazine exhaust.
Figure 49 shows the current ramp profile with the largest vehicle (IT) and twin 1.4 m  ducts. It
is clearly not viable and the equipment needs to be changed or the back height increased. A
more realistic height for a main truck haulage with large trucks is around 5.8 m excluding road
base as also shown in Figure 50. Note also the allowance for clearance between duct and back,
and between duct and vehicle underneath.
It is important that the profiles be based on the largest vehicle that needs to travel under the
duct, which is frequently the “IT”.
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Figure 49 Proposed ramp profile. 1.4 m  Figure 50 Ramp profile for large trucks
ducts.

Figure 51 Maximum likely duct arrangement for ramp development (Option 1)
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Figure 52 Fan/duct combination for 1000 m duct run with 2 trucks and 1 LHD
LeakySimTM

Zitron 1.4 dia, 2x110 kW.

Copyright MVA 2000-2012. All rights reserved. Enter data in blue only. NOTE: RED values indicate warnings or bad data or invalid/poor results

1. Assumes forcing or exhausting fan or fan combination at end of duct. Fan can be a series, parallel or "Y" combination (fan feeding twin ducts).
2. Assumes air density is constant (compressibility ignored), leakage is influenced by static pressure across duct wall only, duct is of uniform diameter and quality (K and leakage factors are constant along duct [although
friction losses and leakage itself are NOT constant]), and velocity pressure at duct outlet (forcing fans) or duct inlet (exhausting fans) is small compared to fan total pressure.
3. When leakage exceeds 85% of fan airflow, result is unreliable.
4. Whilst very unlikely in most circumstances, the pressure loss to push the air back out of the heading may be significant on rare occasions and should be checked.
5. Note that a more powerful fan or lower leakage factor may not improve a solution, e.g. a lower leakage factor will increase the fan pressure perhaps to a point beyond the fan's pressure capability (i.e. goes into stall), and a
more powerful fan may have its surge point (min flow value) at a flow that is too high for the duct (i.e. it also goes into stall), etc. In both cases, the 'commonsense' solutions to improve the fan or duct performance may result
in producing no solution at all.
6. To find the airflow returning from the face at any point in the auxiliary compartment, use the "Predicted return air flow outside duct". This is helpful in determining how far diesels can go in a heading.
7. It is strongly recommended that you use real fan data and real duct friction, leakage and shock loss factors for any simulation.
Also you should consider a range of values (i.e. look at the sensitivity of the solution to different fan and duct characteristics) before making a final selection.

OUTPUTS (per duct)

Duct Length
No of equiv 90deg bends
Length with shock losses
Air density
Duct (NOT fan) diameter)
K factor of duct at 1.2 kg/m3

m

Calculate

kg/m3
m
Ns2/m4

Duct leakage factor
OR manual entry

mm2 leakage area per m2 area (including effects of duct joins, etc)

FAN INPUT DATA
Type of fan
Electrical power cost
$/(kW.hr)
Approx fan efficiency
% based on FSP, assumed constant
OR (instead of providing known fan type, provide fan curve constants)
Parabola A constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Parabola B constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Parabola C constant (from FTP curve, NOT FSP curve constants)
Maximum Q on curve, cms, (optional)
Minimum Q on curve, cms (optional)

1 000
2.0
1 140
1.200
1.40
0.00300
0.0040
48
400

Fan Total Pressure
Fan Static Pressure (FSP)

Pa
Pa

4 269
3 955

Airflow through fan
35.2
m 3/s
Fan Resistance (FSP)
3.2
Ns2/m 8
Airflow at face
28.1
m 3/s
Leakage/fan Q
%
20.1%
Leakage per duct
7.1
m3/s
Leakage/Face flow
%
25%
Duct velocity pressure
Pa, %FTP 200, 5%
Maximum FSP this fan
Pa
4 500
Fan free-delivery flow per duct
51.0
m3/s
$ 0.08
%
69%
Fan Q as % of Qmax
70%
%
88%
FSP as % of FSPmax
Approx elec cost $/day/duct $/day/duct
213.61
3
3
-16.99
0.32
Approx cost/(m /s)
cents/(m /s)
Predicted return air flow outside duct
749.75
992.76
Distance from fan
m
200
38.5
Nett return this point/duct
32.7
m3/s
22.5
Duct static pressure this pt
Pa
2,531
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Qfan
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SimFanMaxQ
SimFanMinQ
SimFanMidQ
FSP @ 1.2 kg/m3
SimFanDia
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29.0
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FSP @ 1.2 kg/m3
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FVP
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2519
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0.797014
35.205575
1.2123927
Q
Fan FSP FTP
1.2516271
35.2
3955
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3955.3275
28.12785
0
4269.1486
313.82116
3955.3275
Q
P
0 Must be 0
35.2
0
-5.59573
35.2
3955
Face flow, 28.1
287.75664
1074.0408
Q
P
20
30
40
50
51
0.0
3955
Fan flow, m3/s at true density
29
35.2
3955
FTP0@ 1.2 kg/m3
Face flow
FVP
1.4
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333
480
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Ventilation controls

The choice of ventilation controls will be critical for the operation due to the many dog legs in
the return air circuit. Well constructed shotcrete sprayed mesh walls should be used in the
RARs. In some or most cases, these will need a frame in them for a drop-board regulator. The
DBR needs to be capable of being well sealed so that when it is no longer required, it will not
pass any leakage. Alternately, when the DBR is no longer required, it can be sprayed with
shotcrete.
If orepasses are used, then the brows on these will need to be kept full to avoid short-circuiting
between levels, which will have a serious impact on level ventilation (see section 3.5.2).
Depending on the location of the active levels, this may impact more on Option 4 as the dust
will travel up the ramp to the porta.

3.16

Re-entry times

Re-entry times for all options are good. For a 500 kg blast fired at the end of a cut and fill stope
near the bottom of the mine close to its end of life, the re-entry time to 30 ppm CO at the bottom
RAR for Options 1 to 3 is about 10 minutes. For Option 4 (where the ramp upcasts to the portal)
with the same blast at the same location, the re-entry time into the portal at 30 ppm CO is about
18 to 20 minutes. The relationship is not linear, so that a 1000 kg blast (double 500 kg) will take
less than 20 minutes (double 10 minutes) for re-entry.
The main issue is that for Options 1 to 3, if blasting is being initiated manually from
underground, the blaster can start firing from the bottom and then leave the mine via the portal,
whereas for Option 4, he must start at the location of the highest blast (in the mine) and then
retreat down the ramp to the FAR system. However, Bird In Hand does not intend to have any
persons underground during blasting so unless this intention changes, the re-entry time should
not be an issue.
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Figure 53 Re-entry times were calculated for a 500 kg explosives charge on 40L as shown
below

Figure 54 Re-entry time (CO concentration into bottom of RAR system) for Options 1 to 3
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Figure 55 Re-entry time (CO concentration into bottom of RAR system) for Option 4
(portal is the exhaust)

3.17

Egress and Entrapment

The WA Approved Guideline10 should be read in conjunction with this report. In particular, note
the requirements for:
•

36-hour rated self-contained refuge bays to be suitably sized and located so that no
person is more than 750 m from such a refuge bay (or a secure fresh air base).

•

No person to be working “inbye” a truck or LHD without either a 2nd means of egress or
a rated refuge chamber.

In all options, the egress as currently designed is highly secure providing the underground
primary fans continue to operate.
In Option 1 (Figure 56), the ladderway is isolated from the ramp at all accesses via mandoors
(such as at location A). At the top of the ladder (B), the short distance to the bottom of the
surface ladder at C is in secure fresh air as the surface ladderway will always downcast
providing the underground primary exhaust fans continue to operate.
The same is true of Option 2 (Figure 57). In this case, the surface egress has a regulator on it to
avoid too much air coming down this raise and starving the main between the portal and this
level.
Option 3 (Figure 58) and Option 4 (Figure 59) also provide secure escapeways that are always
in fresh air. Note that Option 4 (Figure 59) has a small circuit fan at location C. It would be
critical that this fan operates even in the event of a fire in the main ramp. The dark blue
horizontal escapeway in Option 4 could be removed as the light blue connector is in secure fresh
10

WA: Resources Safety, Department of Consumer and Employment Protection, 2008, Refuge Chambers in
Underground Metalliferous Mines — guideline (2nd edition).
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air. The remainder of the ladderway system (including horizontal accesses) could also be
removed in Option 4 if a ladderway was installed in the fresh air raise and it was made
sufficiently large to keep wind speeds at an acceptable level for travel on ladders (under 10 m/s,
or at least 16 m2).

It would be quite acceptable to use the horizontal part of the RAW in Option 3 as the 2nd egress
instead of the dedicated escape route. The reason is that if an “egress event” is triggered by a
fall of ground in the 1st egress (the main ramp), then egress via the RAW is quite safe, and if the
“egress event” is triggered by a fire in the mine, then all persons underground should go
immediately to the nearest refuge chamber rather than be using a 2nd egress.
In Option 4, which has the surface ventilation shaft as an intake, it would be acceptable for this
shaft to be a 2nd egress (with a ladder) providing it was sized sufficiently large that wind speeds
were less than about 10 m/s. This would mean increasing its size from 4.0 to 4.5 m . Given
this shaft is less than 100 m long, it might be acceptable to the regulators for this to also be a 2 nd
egress without a ladderway providing Terramin could demonstrate that an alternative temporary
hoisting system could be rapidly deployed (e.g. using a mobile crane). If this was the case, then
the size could be reduced back to 4.0 m .
For all options, it is important that the underground primary fans (plus the circuit fan in Option
4), will continue to operate even in the event of an underground truck or LHD (or other) fire.
For this reason, power supply to these fans is best brought down the raise in which the fan is
situated. This would be a disadvantage for Option 1 as this would mean bringing significant
power on the SA Water land.
As the ladderway is in secure fresh air for all options, any entry into the ladderway system
provides a secure “fresh air base”. At some small cost, these are just as effective, or more
effective, and much lower capital cost, operating cost, and maintenance than the high-tech 36hour rated refuge chambers.
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Figure 56 2nd egress (ladderway) for Option 1

Figure 57 2nd egress (ladderway) for Option 2. The icon near point “C” is a regulator
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Figure 58 2nd egress (ladderway) for Option 3.

Figure 59 2nd egress (ladderway) for Option 4. Note there is a small booster fan at location
C. In this option, the horizontal escapeway (dark blue) could be removed as the light blue
is secure fresh air.

3.18

Fire control plan

No fire control plan has been prepared for this report.

3.19

Capital and Operating costs

3.19.1 Fan selection
A budget fan selection was obtained for primary fans required to meet the base case Option 3
(see the Appendix). The option selected by the supplier for budget pricing was a twin axial fan
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mounted horizontally off the top of the exhaust shaft. Each fan has a 1.8 m  impeller and a 415
volt 200 kW motor with variable speed drive (VSD).
3.19.2 Capital cost
Capital cost of the budget fan selection is shown in Table 14.
Table 14 Capital cost of primary fans
Package

Cost excl GST ($ x 1000)

Mechanical package incl transport to site

$640

Electrical package incl transport to site

$425

Site works incl mechanical, electrical, civil and commissioning $598
Recommended spare parts

$113

Total

$1,778 ($1.8 million)

3.19.3 Operating cost
The operating cost of the fans is almost exclusively power and this will vary over the life of
mine. Based on Option 3, the kW to operate the primary fans is as follows:
Stage of mine life

Figure

Primary fan kW (main exhaust shaft)

Magazine exhaust as sole mine exhaust Figure 60 None (155 kW used for magazine fans)
Primary exhaust operating

Figure 61 100 kW

Egress commissioned

Figure 62 95 kW

Mine at LOM

360 kW
Figure 63
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Figure 60
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Figure 61

Figure 62
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Figure 63

3.20

Principal mining hazard management plan, Ventilation
Control Plan and Ventilation Plan

The South Australian regulations require preparation of a Principal Mining Hazard Management
Plan for ventilation (reg 628), a Ventilation Control Plan (reg 654) and a Ventilation Plan (reg
656).
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These have not been prepared as part of this report.

3.21

Gap analysis and Recommendation for Future Work

1) The above ventilation design assumes standard drill and blast techniques for development,
diesel trucks and LHDs for materials handling and no orepasses; comments have been
provided on the impact of changing these assumptions, but if they do change, more detailed
ventilation design should be undertaken.
2) The analysis assumes the SA Land is available and that raisebored raises through the
hangingwall fault and aquifer can achieve the required size for the life of mine (for Options
1 and 2; Options 3 and 4 do not use the SA Land).
3) Further assessment of noise levels at the lease boundaries and nearby residences needs to be
undertaken.
4) A review of the various additional controls relating to exhaust discharge from the mine (for
noise, dust, liquid water in section 3.8.2 should be undertaken, probably after the final
ventilation option is selected.
5) More detailed design work is required on the siting of the underground fans and the
arrangements at that site for fan maintenance, replacement and access to any airways or
raises “behind” the fans, as well as damage to the fans from underground blasting (section
1.1).
6) If Option 4 is selected, then the proposed truck manufacturer should be approached to
endorse operating the loaded trucks upramp with the ventilation also upramp.
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7) If Option 4 is selected, then a review of blasting arrangements and re-entry procedures
should be undertaken.
8) A layout and loading arrangement for the truck to be loaded at the intersection of the ramp
and the level access should be developed. This should include a detailed review of the
arrangements to fit the required ventilation ducts through the level access and into the sill
drives.

9) It is important that the primary fans (and egress fan, for Option 4) continue to operate in the
event of an underground fire. Power for the primary fans should come down the ventilation
shaft next to the fans.
10) The Ventilation Principal Hazard Management Plan and Ventilation Control Plan should be
prepared once the design is finalised.
11) A Fire Control Plan should be prepared once the design is finalised.

3.22

Risk Assessment

The following ventilation-related risks have been identified for the project (Table 15). The
author participated in a risk assessment of some of these risks.
Table 15 Ventilation-related Risk Assessment. Note: alternating mining methods and
equipment has not been assessed, nor has an ore pass system
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Delayed commissioned of primary fan
High erosion or corrosion of primary fan internals
Environmental impacts on surface
Erosion or sloughing of exhaust shaft walls
Shaft and primary fans becoming flooded.
High erosion or corrosion of ladderway in 2nd egress
Primary fans in stall due to water blanket
Mine surface exhaust operating creating excessive noise at neighbouring property or
public location
Mine surface exhaust operating causing loss of visual amenity at neighbour or public
(surface structures, “fog” (condensation))
Mine surface exhaust operating causing smell at neighbour or public (blasting fumes,
diesel exhaust)
Mine surface exhaust operating causing dust or water droplets at neighbour or public
Workers trapped in stope (unable to reach 1st or 2nd egress) due to fall of ground
Workers trapped in stope (unable to reach 1st or 2nd egress) due to fire on equipment
Explosion at underground diamond drill site
Insufficient airflow:
Flowthrough ventilation is too low, or
Intake air to that area is poor quality, or
Persons enter area without ventilation, or
Secondary ventilation is too low due to bad design, excessive equipment, or badly
installed or maintained
Radon
Pyritic dust explosions causing additional contaminants in the airstream
Workers exposed to blasting fumes
Trucks overheat on ramp due to airflow in the direction of travel
Exhaust contaminants from diesel engines
Mobile vehicle fire underground producing toxic fumes/smoke etc
Mobile vehicle fire underground producing toxic fumes/smoke etc
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27. Primary fan outage while persons are underground, e.g. power supply failure causing
loss of sufficient airflow
28. Primary fan outage during a fire, e.g. power supply to fans burnt out
29. Damage to or loss of primary fans due to blasting overpressure
30. Reverse primary ventilation in the event of primary fan outage
31. Flooding of mine by surface overland water flows preventing access to 2nd egress
32. Grass or major fire near mine intakes introducing fumes and smoke
33. Magazine catches fire causing fumes and smoke to enter mine intake
34. Magazine explodes causing Air overpressure, shock waves, falls of ground blocking ug
airways or 2nd means of egress
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Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

APPENDIX A

Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
Component
All
1 Equipment Sound Power Level, Lw & LwA
Option 1
dB
128.2
Option 2
dB
125.7
Option 3
dB
125.5
Option 4
dB
126.6
A-Weighting
Option 1
dBA
124.7
Option 2
dBA
121.3
Option 3
dBA
121.0
Option 4
dBA
122.2
2 Fan Breakout Noise Levels ( With Cladding ), Lw & LwA
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
A-Weighting
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

dB
dB
dB
dB

103.7
100.5
100.2
101.4

dBA
dBA
dBA
dBA

101.8
98.1
97.9
99.0

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

116.8
114.9
114.6
115.7
-26.2
90.6
88.7
88.4
89.5

119.2
117.3
117.0
118.1
-16.1
103.1
101.2
100.9
102.0

122.4
120.9
120.6
121.7
-8.6
113.8
112.3
112.0
113.1

123.1
120.2
119.9
121.0
-3.2
119.9
117.0
116.7
117.8

119.6
115.3
115.0
116.1
0
119.6
115.3
115.0
116.1

115.3
111.3
111.0
112.1
1.2
116.5
112.5
112.2
113.3

112.8
109.5
109.2
110.3
1
113.8
110.5
110.2
111.3

110.6
107.2
106.9
108.0
-1.1
109.5
106.1
105.8
106.9

76.4
74.4
74.2
75.3
-26.2
50.2
48.2
48.0
49.1

84.7
82.8
82.5
83.6
-16.1
68.6
66.7
66.4
67.5

93.9
92.4
92.1
93.2
-8.6
85.3
83.8
83.5
84.6

100.6
97.7
97.4
98.5
-3.2
97.4
94.5
94.2
95.3

99.6
95.3
95.0
96.2
0
99.6
95.3
95.0
96.2

81.0
77.0
76.7
77.8
1.2
82.2
78.2
77.9
79.0

70.5
67.2
66.9
68.0
1
71.5
68.2
67.9
69.0

60.3
56.9
56.6
57.7
-1.1
59.2
55.8
55.5
56.6

Comments

Surface installation of twin vertical unsilenced
fans
Free field conditions and no weather, wind
effects, barrier, ground or vegetation effects
included.
Sound pressure levels are based on an
hemispherical radiation and no directivity factors
has been applied.

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
Component
All
63
125
3 Duty corrections normalized to Duty A- Internal Fan Sound Power Levels
Option 1
0
0
Option 2
-1.9
-1.9
Option 3
-2.2
-2.2
Option 4
-1.1
-1.1
4 Duty corrections normalized to Duty A - Fan Breakout Noise Levels
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4

0
-1.9
-2.2
-1.1

0
-1.9
-2.2
-1.1

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

0
-1.6
-1.8
-0.7

0
-2.9
-3.2
-2.1

0
-4.3
-4.5
-3.4

0
-4.0
-4.3
-3.1

0
-3.3
-3.5
-2.4

0
-3.5
-3.7
-2.6

0
-1.6
-1.8
-0.7

0
-2.9
-3.2
-2.1

0
-4.3
-4.5
-3.4

0
-4.0
-4.3
-3.1

0
-3.3
-3.5
-2.4

0
-3.5
-3.7
-2.6

Comments

Duty A: Noise Sources after acoustic treatment - A-weighted Sound Power Levels, L WA

A
B
C
D
E
F
D
E

Discharge Duct to Atmosphere
Discharge - Ductwork: Breakout noise
Fan Breakout Noise

dBA
dBA
dBA

Inlet - Ductwork: Breakout Noise

dBA

119.1

87.6

96.1

104.8

111.9

113.6

113.5

110.8

106.5

101.8

50.2

68.6

85.3

97.4

99.6

82.2

71.5

59.2

119.15

50.2
87.6

68.6
96.1

85.3
104.9

97.4
112.1

99.6
113.7

82.2
113.5

71.5
110.8

59.2
106.5

Sound Power Level sources B-F
Total Sound Power Level of Site

LW

with attenuation at discharge

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Environmental Noise Calculation at 1 m from Fans
Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
Component
All
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Duty A: Environmental Noise Calculation (Using L P = L W - K - DI M - A E ) at 1m from ventilation equipment

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Geometric Spreading Factor
Directivity Index Discharge, A
Directivity Index of Sources B - F
Excess Attenuation
Discharge
Sources B - F

-K
- DIM
- DIM
- AE

4000

8000

Comments

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

-14
n/a
0
0
-14
-14

Cyl. enveloping surf. around fan (2.8m diam x 4m long)

36
34
34
35

55
53
52
54

71
70
69
71

83
80
80
81

86
81
81
82

68
64
64
65

57
54
54
55

45
42
42
43

Contribution of Equipment to Ambient Noise

No Stack contribution

Atmospheric Attenuation

Predicted Noise Levels at 1m and various fan duties, dBA *
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
* A general tolerance of +3 dBA on overall level applicable

88
84
84
85

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Environmental Noise Calculation at 10 m from Fans
Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
Component
All
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Duty A: Environmental Noise Calculation (Using L P = L W - K - DI M - A E ) at 10m from ventilation equipment

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Geometric Spreading Factor
Directivity Index Discharge, A
Directivity Index of Sources B - F
Excess Attenuation
Discharge
Sources B - F

-K
- DIM
- DIM
- AE

4000

8000

Comments

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

-28
0
0
0
-28
-28

Point Source with hemispherical radiation at 10m

60
58
57
59

68
66
66
67

77
75
75
76

84
81
81
82

86
81
81
82

85
81
81
82

83
79
79
80

79
75
75
76

Contribution of Equipment to Ambient Noise

-20

Atmospheric Attenuation

Predicted Noise Levels at 10m and various fan duties, dBA *
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
* A general tolerance of +3 dBA on overall level applicable

91
88
87
88

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Environmental Noise Calculation at 250 m from Fans
Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Component
All
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Duty A: Environmental Noise Calculation (Using L P = L W - K - DI M - A E ) at 250m from ventilation equipment

4000

8000

Geometric Spreading Factor
Directivity Index Discharge (A)
Directivity Index of Sources B - F
Excess Attenuation
Discharge
Sources B - F

-K
- DIM
- DIM
- AE

-56
0
0
0.0
-56
-56

-56
0
0
-0.1
-56
-56

-56
0
0
-0.3
-56
-56

-56
0
0
-0.7
-57
-57

-56
0
0
-1.3
-57
-57

-56
0
0
-2.3
-58
-58

-56
0
0
-5.8
-62
-62

-56
0
0
-19.3
-75
-75

32
30
29
31

40
38
38
39

49
47
47
48

55
52
52
53

56
52
52
53

55
51
51
52

49
46
45
47

31
28
28
29

Comments
Point Source with hemispherical radiation at 250m
-20

Atmospheric Attenuation

Predicted Noise Levels at 250m and various fan duties, dBA *
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
* A general tolerance of +3 dBA on overall level applicable

61
58
57
58

Contribution of Equipment to Ambient Noise

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Environmental Noise Calculation at 500 m from Fans
Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Component
All
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Duty A: Environmental Noise Calculation (Using L P = L W - K - DI M - A E ) at 500m from ventilation equipment

4000

8000

Geometric Spreading Factor
Directivity Index Discharge (A)
Directivity Index of Sources B - F
Excess Attenuation
Discharge
Sources B - F

-K
- DIM
- DIM
- AE

-62
0
0
-0.1
-62
-62

-62
0
0
-0.2
-62
-62

-62
0
0
-0.6
-63
-63

-62
0
0
-1.4
-63
-63

-62
0
0
-2.5
-65
-65

-62
0
0
-4.5
-67
-67

-62
0
0
-11.5
-74
-74

-62
0
0
-38.5
-101
-101

26
24
23
24

34
32
32
33

42
41
41
42

49
46
45
47

49
45
45
46

47
43
43
44

37
34
34
35

0
0
0
0

Comments
Point Source with hemispherical radiation at 500m
-20

Atmospheric Attenuation

Predicted Noise Levels at 500m and various fan duties, dBA *
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
* A general tolerance of +3 dBA on overall level applicable

54
50
50
51

Contribution of Equipment to Ambient Noise

Customer: Mine Ventilation Australia

Noise Assessment Rev.00
Twin Horizontally Mounted Axial Fans

Project: Primary Fans Bird in Hand
Ref.: D-17-0832 Rev.00

Fan Model: ZVNv 1-36-1300/8 / Axial single stage. 3600 mm Impeller - 1400 kW motor rating

Fan Design Duty Points

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Density [Kg/m3]

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Air Flow [ m3/s]

160

160

160

160

Pressure [ Pa ]

2348

1718

1668

1898

Motor Speed [ r.p.m. ]:

995

995

995

995

Environmental Noise Calculation at 1000 m from Fans
Octave Band Centre Frequency, Hz
Component
All
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Duty A: Environmental Noise Calculation (Using L P = L W - K - DI M - A E ) at 1000m from ventilation equipment

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

Geometric Spreading Factor
Directivity Index Discharge (A)
Directivity Index of Sources B - F
Excess Attenuation
Discharge
Sources B - F

-K
- DIM
- DIM
- AE

4000

8000

-68
0
0
-0.1
-68.1
-68.1

-68
0
0
-0.3
-68.3
-68.3

-68
0
0
-1.1
-69.1
-69.1

-68
0
0
-2.8
-70.8
-70.8

-68
0
0
-5
-73
-73

-68
0
0
-9
-77
-77

-68
0
0
-23
-91
-91

-68
0
0
-77
-145
-145

20
18
17
18

28
26
26
27

36
34
34
35

41
38
38
39

41
36
36
37

36
32
32
33

20
16
16
0

0
0
0
0

Comments
Point Source with hemispherical radiation at 1000m
-20

Atmospheric Attenuation

Predicted Noise Levels at 1000m and various fan duties, dBA *
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
* A general tolerance of +3 dBA on overall level applicable

45
42
42
43

Contribution of Equipment to Ambient Noise

